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Advantages 
① The blockchain-based biotech platform is an emerging industry 

with market prospects. 

② The double-chain structure and token reward mechanism are 
reasonable, increasing the transparency of data transactions and 
users’ motivation to share medical records while maintaining 
security. 

③ The ecosystem partners can form strategic synergies with NKCL 
Classic for their medical resources and blockchain technology, 
which can positively affect the project’s long-term development. 

Challenges 
① The project development is still in the early phase, and the core 

part of the double-chain architecture development hasn’t 
started yet. The technology and execution ability of the team 
hasn’t been fully validated. 

② The track is highly competitive, and NKCL Classic faces fierce 
potential competition from numerous startups and giants (IBM, 
Pfizer, etc) with strong R&D capabilities and deep pockets. 

Outlook 
Established in November 2021, NKCL Classic (NKCLC) aims to build 
a personalized immune-care services platform on Ethereum, which 
applies NKCL Bio-Blockchain technology with a double-chain 
structure to manage, distribute, and trade medical data while 
maintaining security. It has great potential considering the growing 
market, the team, blockchain architecture design, and ecosystem 
partners. However, it must overcome challenges such as the timely 
delivery of the project in line with the roadmap and the fierce 
competition in the blockchain-based biotech industry. 

Conclusion 
Based on the above information, TokenInsight gives NKCL Classic a 
rating of CCC, with a stable outlook.
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NKCL Classic

Project NKCL Classic

Token NKCLC

Total Supply 21,000,000

Industry Biotech

Team Size 8

Official Website
http://nkclc.com/ 

http://nkclbio.com/

Whitepaper
http://nkclc.com/?
act=board&bbs_code=sub2_2&bbs_mode=view&bbs_seq=16

Twitter https://twitter.com/nkclcofficial

Telegram https://t.me/nkclc

Medium https://medium.com/@nkclc

Explorer
https://etherscan.io/token/
0xd1b624f07a4d9b3e3746e33cb58f42df079b5444

Github https://github.com/SNEHILUPADHYAY007/nkclc

Listed Exchange Bitrue, Bittrex Global, Uniswap V3, Sushiswap

http://nkclc.com/
http://nkclbio.com/
http://nkclc.com/?act=board&bbs_code=sub2_2&bbs_mode=view&bbs_seq=16
https://twitter.com/nkclcofficial
https://t.me/nkclc
https://medium.com/@nkclc
https://etherscan.io/token/0xd1b624f07a4d9b3e3746e33cb58f42df079b5444
https://github.com/SNEHILUPADHYAY007/nkclc
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Established in November 2021, NKCL Classic (NKCLC) aims to build a personalized 
immune-care services platform on Ethereum, which applies NKCL Bio-Blockchain 
technology with a double-chain structure to manage, distribute, and trade medical data 
while maintaining security. It also operates offline along with medical institutions and 
pharmacies to better expand its business and application scenarios. 

$NKCLC is the native token that is deployed on Ethereum. It functions as the payment and 
reward method in the NKCL ecosystem, such as hospitals, anti-cancer centers, beauty 
salons, insurance, etc. Users can be motivated by token incentives to share their medical 
data with various medical institutions and pharmaceutical companies, which could conduct 
in-depth research and medical development based on those medical data. 

‣ NKCL Ecosystem 
 Source: NKCL Classic

1.1 Components of NKCL Bio-Blockchain 

1.1.1 Double-Chain Configuration for Security and Scalability 

Applying blockchain technology to the biotech industry can boost the transparency of data 
transactions. Still, medical data can be quite sensitive, and the original public chain is 
unsuitable for storing private data. To tackle this problem, NKCL Classic constructs a 
double-chain architecture consisting of the Ethereum platform (public chain) and NKCL Bio-
NET based on Hyperledger (private chain) to divide and manage the information that needs 
to be disclosed and the information that requires security separately.
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Payment made using tokens is implemented on the Public Blockchain, where anyone can 
freely inquire about transactions, enabling transparent settlement. Medical data such as 
NKCL treatment history and clinical results can be recorded on Private Blockchain, which is 
available to only qualified participants who have undergone separate certifications, and 
thus can be stored, viewed, and distributed more safely and quickly. 

The public blockchain in the ecosystem is the Ethereum mainnet, which creates a 
foundation for building a universal token ecosystem and facilitating transactions through 
tokens of the ERC-20 standard. 

The private blockchain in the ecosystem is NKCL Classic, applying the Hyperledger 
platform to develop NKCL Bio-NET that satisfies scalability and security. Compared with 
layer 2 technologies, that is, sidechain or off-chain technology, Hyperleder is more suitable 
for commercial service in the development stage and helps implement transactions 
acceleration systems, distributed storage technology, distributed ledger technology, and 
certified authentication technology. 

The NKCL Bio-Blockchain Smart Gateway functions as an intelligent interface for data 
exchange between both blockchain platforms. It is used to process and monitor smart 
contracts (CAs) and exchange and manage data. In addition, it also has the function of 
creating an ecosystem through interworking with NKCL DAPP, interworking with external 
Exchange, interworking with external chain, etc. (including NKCL Bio-API). 

‣ NKCL Bio-Blockchain with Double-Chain Configuration 
 Source: NKCL Classic 

1.1.2 NKCL DApp and NKCL Bio-API Server 

NKCL DAPP for creating bio blockchain ecosystem uses various information data through 
NKCL Bio-Blockchain Smart Gateway through NKCL Bio-API interface. Blockchain services 
such as payment, authentication, and asset and account information search are provided 
through the NKCL Bio-API server. 
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1.1.3 Token Incentives for User Data Provision 

Token incentives are critical to the promotion and operation of the whole ecosystem. 
Considering personal privacy, people tend to keep sensitive data confidential to prevent 
commercial institutions from abuse. By adopting blockchain technology and token reward 
mechanism, users can be more motivated to share their health data with medical institutions 
and companies without concerns about sensitive data leakage. Also, more users would be 
attracted to the ecosystem by token rewards. 

The shared data could not only help institutions accelerate development progress but also 
benefit users themselves. With personal medical records before and after the cultivation, it 
is much easier to direct further treatment. 

1.2 Risk Management 
In terms of the security of the NKCL Classic smart contracts, the smart contract of its 
$NKCLC token was audited by Beijing Chains Guard Technology in January 2021 with no 
major risks or vulnerabilities detected. The result is shown below. 

‣ Audit Result by Beijing Chains Guard Technology 
Source: NKCL Classic, Beijing Chains Guard Technology 
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1.3 Roadmap 
NKCL Classic has disclosed its roadmap with quarterly goals till 2026, aiming at technology 
and business development. As of Aug 2022, NKCL Classic has already completed the 
development of its own wallet called Purple Wallet and is improving user convenience by 
distributing the wallet to users. 

‣ Roadmap 
Source: NKCL Classic, TokenInsight

Time Goal

2022 Q1

• ETH Wallet launch 

• Exchange listing 

• Virtual Asset Community with 130,000 members acquirement

2022 Q2 • Online Sales Channels open

2022 Q3 • Smart Gateway development: General CA, CA Controller, Interface M/N

2022 Q4

• Smart Gateway development: Token Exchanger 

• NKCL DApp launch: NKCL Immune Medical Center 

• 30 Immune drug stores & 50 Immune Bakery opening 

• NKCL Medical Foundation’s establishment

2023 Q1
• NKCL Bio-API launch: Payment API, Account API 

• Smart Gateway development: General CA, CA Controller

2023 Q2
• NKCL Bio-API launch: CRM API, Trade API 

• NKCL DApp launch: NK Healthcare App

2023 Q3 • Culture Center-Immune Care Center establishment

2023 Q4

• NKCL Bio-NET Application launch: Authentication, Viewer 

• Immune Examination - Treatment Program Partnership establishment 

• CDMO Business Development

2024 Q1 • NKCL Bio-NET Application launch: Brand Token M/N, Wallet M/N CRM

2024 Q3 • NKCL BioNKCL Public Mainnet start

2026 Q3 • NKCL BioNKCL Public Mainnet finish

PROJECT INTRODUCTION
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02.  
TOKEN ECONOMY

2.1 Token Economy 
$NKCLC is the native token of the NKCL Classic. It mainly functions as the payment method 
in the ecosystem. According to the disclosure, the token allocation shows that the 
proportion of R & D and Reserve accounts for the largest of 25%, respectively. There are no 
specific descriptions for each allocation part. Details of token distribution and vesting plans 
are shown below. 

‣ $NKCLC Allocation and Vesting Plan 
Source: NKCL Classic, TokenInsight, 16 August 2022

5%

5%

10%

15%
15%

25%

25%

R & D
Reserve
Token Sale
Marketing Operation
Team
Advisor
Partners

Category Vesting Plan

R & D
10% unlocked, distribution over 5 years in line with the upcoming strategy 
based on the state of the creation of actual uses such as clinical trials.

Reserve
10% unlocked, distribution over 5 years in line with the upcoming strategy 
regarding the establishment and operation of the research institute, etc.

Token Sale 1 year lock, 3-8% distribution every month considering market conditions

Marketing Operation 30% unlocked, gradual distribution over the next 3 years

Team 2 years lock, gradual distribution for 2 years 

Advisor 2 years lock, gradual distribution for 2 years 

Partners 2 years lock, gradual distribution for 2 years 
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TOKEN ECONOMY

2.2 Trading Information 
According to the information from TokenInsight, $NKCLC is now listed in Bitrue, Bittrex 
Global, Uniswap V3, and Sushiswap. The price of $NKCLC ranges from $4.64 to $6.92 on 
16 August 2022, with a 24H spot volume of $4,582. The all-time high price was achieved on 
27 March 2022 at $46.86. 

As of 16 August 2022, 1,718 addresses are holding $NKCLC, according to the statistics on 
Etherscan. The top 1 address (NKCL Bio Group Inc.) holds over 76% of the total supply 
amount, which is the locked amount to be distributed by a separate token vesting plan. The 
top 8 addresses hold over 95% of the supply amount. The hiblocks project has disclosed 
detailed information about these holders. Details are shown in the chart below. 

‣ Top 8 Addresses of Token Holdings 
Source: NKCL Classic, Etherscan, TokenInsight, 16 August 2022

4m

8m

12m

16m

NKCL Bio Group Inc. #1

NKCL Bio Group Inc. #2

NKCL International Inc.

GK Global Group Inc.

GX Zone Inc.

ACTING Inc.

Shin, Donghwa

Youn, Jeehyoun

$NKCLC

0.50m0.50m0.50m0.50m0.60m0.60m1.00m

15.95m

‣ $NKCLC Trading Information 
Source: TokenInsight, 16 August 2022 

Exchange Pair Price 24h Volume

Bitrue NKCLC-USDT $6.3214 $2,365

Bittrex Global *** NKCLC-ETH $6.3000 $2,217

Uniswap V3 *** NKCLC-ETH - -

Sushiswap *** NKCLC-ETH $41.4200 -

* Inactive - Trading volume is extremely low. 
** Anomaly - Trading price is an outlier against the average, or price abnormal move detected. 
*** Outdated - No trades in the last 3 hours.
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Technical BD
Management Operation

03.  
TEAM AND PARTNERS   

3.1 Team Members 
According to the disclosure, NKCL 
Classic currently has a team of 8 full-
time members, of which 4 are in the 
technical team. In addition, the team 
has 2 advisors with expertise in Crypto. 

The founding team demonstrates 
expertise and resources in biotech and 
Crypto, as well as experience in 
business and management.

10

‣ NKCL Classic Team Composition 
Source: NKCL Classic, TokenInsight

Jihyun Youn - CEO 

• Former CEO, GK Global Group 

• Former CEO, SBS Academy 

• Former CEO, Korea Super Model Center 

• Former CEO, Hena Communications, The Body Works 

• Buiness Administration, Hanyang University

Donghwa Shin - CEO 

• Former Director of External Relations Dept., GK Global 

• Former CEO, Nestri 

• Founder, Immune Cell Lab & Stem Cell Research Lab 

• Former General Director, JP Systech 

• Business Administration, Chung-Ang University

Donghyuk Shin - CTO 

• Former President, KR Pharmaceutical Analysis Research 

• Former AD Professor, Hanyang University Dept. of Biotech 

• Former Director of Research Center, Rod Cell Therapy 

• Former CEO, NK Biotech 

• PH.D. in Chemistry, Hanyang University
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TEAM AND PARTNERS

Mihwa Park - CEO of Immune Bakery Inc. (Subsidiary) 

• Former Overseas Bond Issuance and Investment Banking, 
Jason Investments 

• Former Overseas Bond Issuance and Investment Banking, 
Kyobo Securities 

• Former Overseas Bond Issuance and Investment Banking, 
Regent Securites 

• Trade, Kyungwon College

Boyeong Cheon - Director 

• Former Executive Director, CJ Olive Young 

• Former Researcher, Seoul National University Biomedical 
Research Institute 

• Former VP of New Business and Medical Complex 
Business, InBio (Cosdaq Listed Pharmaceutical Company) 

• Former Strategic Advisor, Miznet Foundation & KGS365 
Foundation 

• Commerce and Buniness, Yeungnam University

3.2 Advisors 
NKCL Classic has 2 external advisors with expertise in the crypto industry and no regulation/
law advisors disclosed. Detailed information is shown below. 

‣ External Advisors of NKCL Classic 
Source: NKCL Classic, TokenInsight

Advisor Introduction 

Youn, jee hyoun

• Co-Founder, JGX Coin 

• CEO, GX-EX (Crypto Exchange Company) 

• Co-Founder, G-Asset (Coin Company)

Kweon, SunHee

• Executive Director, Korfin Holdings 

• Former Executive Director, May Delio 

• Former Executive Director, Bitfunding
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TEAM AND PARTNERS

3.3 Partners 
According to the disclosure, NKCL Classic has mainly partnered with 20 platforms and 
entities for the expansion of the NKCL Classic payment ecosystem. Those cooperations 
could positively influence the project's development. Information about selected key 
partners and forms of collaboration is shown below. 

‣ Partners of NKCL Classic 
Source: NKCL Classic, TokenInsight

Partner Cooperation

PnB Group is a blockchain-based IT company, engaged in the fintech and 
IT solutions market in Philippine. 

Through a three-party MOU, it plans to promote the creation of anti-
aging markets related to NK cells, immune care, and anti-aging programs 
in the Philippines based on NKCL's patented cell culture technology and 
PnB Group's experience and capabilities in the Philippines business.

I Partners Group is conducting medical devices, health functional food 
business, K-isolation system to respond to COVID-19, and construction of 
a COVID-19 rapid diagnosis kit and treatment center incorporating 
domestic medical technology, focusing on Uzbekistan and Dubai. 

The two companies have formed a partnership on the VIP treatment 
center business, immune cell treatment, health functional food business, 
local approval in NK cell therapy at the Uzbekistan Cancer Center, etc.

Heilongjiang Yiduoyi Biotechnology Co., Ltd.'s main business includes 
technology development and investment in the global bio market. 

The two companies have formed a partnership on technology 
development and investment in the global bio market, as well as 
distribution channels and marketing businesses operation in China.

Man Tack Luce Orthopaedic Clinic, which originated in Seoul, is a total 
orthopedic, beauty consulting, and therapy hospital serving skin plastic 
surgery, obesity, and laser clinics. 

The two companies have formed a partnership on immune cell treatment 
that utilizes NK Immune cells and all related work.
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TEAM AND PARTNERS

3.3 Funding Information 
According to the disclosure, NKCL Classic has finished its private round of funding and 
raised $15,370,000 in November 2021. Detailed funding information is shown in the chart 
below. 

‣ Funding Info of NKCL Classic 
 Source: NKCL Classic, TokenInsight

Private Round

Date 2021-11

Token Price (In USD) $3.50 - $20.00

Token Amount 2,750,000

Funding Amount $15,370,000

Investor
NKCL Bio Group Inc., G-Asset Inc., Immune Bakery Inc., GX Zone 
Inc., NKCL International Inc., ACTING Inc., GK Global Group Inc.

Partner Cooperation

Qingdao Yishengjian is an integrated traditional Chinese and western 
medicine orthopedic hospital. 

The two companies have formed a partnership on NK cell 
immunotherapy.

Immune Bakery is a franchise company specializing in bakeries based on 
microbiome technology, it produces and supplies “Healthy Immune 
Bread” that enhances immunity by improving the intestinal microbial 
environment. 

The two companies have formed a partnership on the payment 
ecosystem of NKCL Classic through more than 20 offline branches.

‣ Partners of NKCL Classic (Continued) 
Source: NKCL Classic, TokenInsight
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04.  
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS   

According to TokenInsight's investigation of NKCL Classic’s community platforms, as of Aug 
16, 2022, NKCL Classic has registered and operated the official accounts and community 
on Telegram and Twitter. NKCL Classic’s official Telegram group has 37,958 subscribers, and 
its official Twitter has 3,621 followers. 

Overall, the global community performance doesn’t seem optimistic with the relatively few 
followers and inactive interaction. 

‣ Number of Followers on NKCL Classic’s Social Platforms 
  Source: TokenInsight, 16 August 2022 

No Social Platform Followers

1 Telegram 37,958

2 Twitter 3,621
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Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or uncertain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibility of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are limited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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